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Abstract
We apply computer algebra techniques, such as algebraic computa-
tions of resultants and discriminants, certified drawing (with a guaranteed
topology) of plane curves, to a problem in fluid dynamics: We investi-
gate “capillary-gravity” solitary waves in shallow water, relying on the
framework of the Serre-Green-Naghdi equations. So, we deal with two-
dimensional surface waves, propagating in a shallow water of constant
depth. By a differential elimination process, the study reduces to describ-
ing the solutions of an ordinary non linear first order differential equation,
depending on two parameters. The paper is illustrated with examples and
pictures computed with the computer algebra system Maple.
1 Introduction
In this paper we apply computer algebra techniques such as algebraic compu-
tations of resultants and discriminants, certified drawing (with a guaranteed
topology) of plane curves, to a problem in fluid dynamics. More precisely,
we investigate “capillary-gravity” solitary waves in shallow water, relying on
the framework of the Serre-Green-Naghdi equations. So, we deal with two-
dimensional surface waves, propagating in a shallow water of constant depth
(without assuming small wave amplitudes), see [6, 7, 11, 23]. Figure 1 repre-
sents two successive positions of a water wave, the bottom level and the still
water level are emphasized (in our study the bottom will be horizontal), the
velocities are indicated by small arrows. Beside the kinematic energy, the gov-
erning equations take into account an effect of capillarity pressure quantified by
a Bond number B (depending on a tension surface coefficient) and an effect of
gravity force, jointly quantified by a (squared) Froude number F , which also
indicates the wave phase velocity. To ease the presentation and for physical
reasons, we can concentrate on the cases where F ∈ [0, 2] and B ∈ [−1, 2]. The
variable x indicates the abscissa in the channel, the principal unknowns are the
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Figure 1: Water wave Figure 2: x−velocity
elevation h(x) of the free surface above x, and u¯(x) the depth-averaged horizon-
tal velocity. The height of the surface at rest is denoted by d; h = d is therefore
a trivial solution. To illustrate some typical features of a water wave we have
shown, in Figure 2, a color representation of the (normalized) variations of the
horizontal component of the velocity u(x, y), the coordinates x, and y are also
normalized. The bottom surface is assumed horizontal, and we only consider a
(vertical) section of the wave. One can also see the graph of y = h(x) which
forms the elevation curve. It is called free curve (or more generally free surface)
because unlike the bottom it is not prescribed.
The primitive equations of the general motion were established already in
the 18th century by the great mathematicians Euler, Bernoulli and d’Alembert
relying on physical conservative laws: conservations of mass and energy. How-
ever these non linear partial differential equations are difficult to solve and need
to be contextualized (e.g. in the shallow water regime). Usually, the physicists
consider that some quantity is small and replace the equations by the first terms
of a Taylor approximation, see e.g. [20] for a mathematical general presentation.
Here we follow the path opened by Lord Kelvin and his followers, and choose
the equations of gravity waves first derived by Serre [23] in 1953, and later re-
discovered by Green and Naghdi [11], which uses the depth-averaged horizontal
velocity. As in [8], we generalize these equation by adding a term which takes
into account the tension forces induced by capillarity. So the PDEs depend on
the gravity g and a surface tension coefficients τ . In the second section, we
present these non linear differential equations with boundary conditions and we
explain that by considering a mobile frame, we are reduced to investigate their
steady waves. Then, by a first integration and a simple substitution eliminating
the variable u¯(x), the study reduces to describing the solutions of a system of
ordinary differential equations depending on two parameters, F and B. By a
differential elimination process, inspired by physics considerations, we were able
to reduces it further to a non linear first order differential equation. In this
paper, we concentrate on the description of solitary waves, the steady waves
which decay to a constant value at infinity. Solitary waves play a central role
in nonlinear sciences, see [21]. For some special PDEs, such as KdV, NLS and
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classical Serre-Green-Naghdi equations, the solitary waves can be found ana-
lytically; this is not the case for the equations, with capillarity effects, that we
consider. But we will get certified qualitative results. In the third section, we
review the different kinds of solutions of differential equations and emphasize the
interest of singular solutions, first investigated algebraically by Hamburger in
1893 [12] and studied more recently in computer algebra by Hubert [13, 14, 15] in
a more general framework. The angular solitons were first considered by Stokes
in 1880 [24] and received a renewed interest with the many studies on Camassa–
Holmes “peakons” [3], see also [19]. Then, we explain our phase plane analysis:
to the first order non linear ODE, depending on two parameters, we associate
a family of plane curves; and we translate the solution of the fluid mechanics
problem into a geometrical problem. In the fourth section, we make judicious
use of resultants and discriminants computations to get a cell decomposition
of the parameter space to classify the different behaviors of the (generalized)
solutions.
2 Formulation of the problem
The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional and irrotational, we neglect viscosity
and compressibility of the fluid. The bottom is assumed to be horizontal. We
will take a coordinate system (x, y) moving with the wave at the same speed.
The x-coordinate is taken horizontally to the right and the y-coordinate is taken
vertically upward, the bottom equation is y = 0. In this moving frame, the wave
profile is stationary and there is an underlying flow traveling in the opposite
direction. Let us recall that following Newton’s law of motion, the description
of the flow is governed by the Euler equations in the plane which express mass
and energy conservations. They are constraints on the velocity (u, v) and the
pressure p. The pressure can be replaced by p = p0 + τK, where p0 is the
pressure of the air above the free boundary, τ is the surface tension coefficient
and K is the curvature of the free boundary.
2.1 Approximation in shallow water regime
In shallow water regime, following Serre, Green and Naghdi, we assume that
the horizontal velocity u(x, y) can be approximated by its averaged value u¯(x)
over the water column, so in Euler equations u(x, y) is replaced by u¯(x); u¯x
denotes the derivative with respect to x (more generally a subscript denotes
a derivative). Applying the incompressibility hypothesis, we can also replace
the vertical velocity v(x, y) by − y u¯x. Finally, the new variables characterizing
the flow are the elevation of the free surface h(x) and the averaged horizon-
tal velocity u¯(x). Time dependent Euler equations are also approximated and
become the following two PDEs, called (gravity-capillarity) Serre-Green-Naghi
equations:
ht + [h u¯ ]x = 0,
[h u¯ ]t +
[
h u¯2 + 12 g h
2 + 13 h
2 γ − τ R ]
x
= 0, (1)
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g being the acceleration due to gravity and
R = hhxx
(
1 + h 2x
)−3/2
+
(
1 + h 2x
)−1/2
,
γ = h ( u¯ 2x − u¯xt − u¯ u¯xx ),
γ being the vertical acceleration of the fluid at the free surface.
In the second equation, which expresses energy conservation, we note that γ
contains a derivative in t. To concentrate all such derivatives in the first bracket,
we consider two conservation laws of other momentums. Formally this amounts
to add and subtract in equation (1) a third of (h3u¯x)xt to hu¯ in order to get the
following equation (2). [
hu¯ − (h
3u¯x)x
3
]
t
+ (2)[
hu¯2 +
gh2
2
− 2h
3u¯ 2x
3
− h
3u¯u¯xx
3
− h2hxu¯u¯x − τR
]
x
= 0,[
u¯ − (h
3u¯x)x
3h
]
t
+ (3)[
u¯2
2
+ g h − h
2 u¯ 2x
2
− u¯ (h
3u¯x)x
3h
− τ hxx
(1 + h 2x )
3/2
]
x
= 0.
Similarly considering the derivative of the similar quantity divided out by h,
we get equation (3). Equations (2) and (3) also imply energy conservation, so
we can replace the second equation of (1) by equations (2) and (3).
Since our aim is to study steady waves, for now on, we set to zero all deriva-
tives with respect to t. Integrating the first equation of (1), we obtain a constant
that we set to −cd. For a physical interpretation, we consider a 2L-periodic so-
lution, we have:
d =
1
2L
∫ L
−L
hdx, − c d = 1
2L
∫ L
−L
h u¯dx, (4)
thus c is the wave phase velocity observed in the frame of reference without
mean flow. This extends to the case of solitary waves, by letting L tend to
infinity. The values c, g and τ serve to define three constants used, in fluid
mechanics, to classify the waves: the (squared) Froude number F = c2/gd, the
Bond number B = τ/gd2 and the Weber number W = BF = τ/c2d.
The mass conservation of (1) yields
u¯ = − c d /h , (5)
hence
u¯x =
c d
h2
, u¯xx = −2c d
h3
. (6)
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Then, replacing R by its value, substitutions of u¯ and its derivatives into (2)
and (3), followed by an integration, give
Fd
h
+
h2
2d2
+
γh2
3gd2
− Bhhxx
(1 + h2x)
3
2
− B
(1 + h2x)
1
2
= F + 1
2
− B +K1. (7)
Fd2
2h2
+
h
d
+
Fd2hxx
3h
− Fd
2h 2x
6h2
− B d hxx
(1 + h2x)
3
2
=
F
2
+ 1 +
FK2
2
, (8)
with
γ / g = F d3 hxx / h2 − F d3 h 2x / h3, (9)
the K1 and K2 are integration constants.
In the case of solitary waves, which interest us here, all these derivations
remain correct with K1 = K2 = 0.
2.2 Solitary waves
Letting K1 = K2 = 0, in equations (7) and (8), we obtain two nonlinear differ-
ential equations governing the solitary waves solutions.
A key remark is that once we replace γ by its value, the terms in hxx of
these two equations are similar.
Computing (7)−(h/d)×(8) in order to eliminate hxx between (7) and (8),
one obtains
Fd
2h
− h
2
2d2
− Fdh
2
x
6h
− B
(1 + h 2x )
1
2
= F + 1
2
− B − (F + 2)h
2d
, (10)
that is a first-order differential equation for h.
Normalizing d to d = 1, writing h′ = dh(x)dx and multiplying by h, equation
(10) becomes
F (h′, h) :=
Fh′2
3
+
2Bh(
1 + h′2
) 1
2
− F
+ (2F + 1− 2B)h − (F + 2)h2 + h3 = 0. (11)
Notice that, by taking the derivative of this equation with respect to x,
assuming that h is twice derivable, we obtain a system equivalent to the system
formed by equations (7) and (8). In other words, starting from the first equations
(1) in their steady solitary wave form, our manipulations amount to perform a
differential elimination but directed by a physical intuition.
Now, we are reduced to a mathematical problem: study the solutions of the
nonlinear first order differential equation F (h′, h) = 0.
In a strict physical interpretation only the twice derivable functions h(x)
(such that the curvature of the wave, thence the capillarity force are well de-
fined) should be considered. However in the next section, we will see that it
is worthwhile to also consider less regular solutions of this equation; they are
sometimes called singular solutions.
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3 Generalized solutions
3.1 Corner waves
The theory of corner waves goes back to G.G. Stokes [24] who, in 1880, con-
jectured that finite amplitude crest gravity waves are limited by a wave with a
corner at its crest; he proved that this corner has a 120 degrees angle. It also
can be proved that the two branches at the crest of this highest corner wave
have vanishing curvature. In other words, if y = h(x) is the equation of the
free surface and the crest occurs at x = 0 then h′(0−) = −h′(0+) =
√
3
3 and
h′′(0−) = h′′(0+) = 0 (see Figure 3). For a presentation of Stokes waves see [10]
and Wikipedia or another encyclopedia for a brief introduction.
Figure 3: Stokes’ limit wave
More recently, a famous equation was introduced by Camassa and Holm [3]
to provide another simple model for waves in shallow water,
ut + 2κux − uxxt + 3uux = 2uxuxx + uuxxx.
It depends on a parameter κ which, in this context, should be positive so that
the solitary wave solutions are smooth solitons.
When κ is zero, the Camassa–Holm this equation has so-called “peakon”
solitary wave solutions. The wave slope at the peak does not vanish but jumps
from one value to the opposite value. In other words, they are shaped like
the graph of the function h(x) = exp(−|x|). Moreover, explicit formulas for
the peakon interactions are known, [22]. There is an extensive literature on
Camassa–Holm equation.
In 2013, a unified wave model for progressive gravity waves in finite water
depth was proposed by Liao [19]. Based on the symmetry and the exact wave
equations, it admits not only all traditional smooth periodic solitary waves but
also the peaked solitary waves including the famous peaked solitary waves of
Camassa–Holm equation mentioned above.
In all these cases, the corner wave can be viewed as a limit of a sequence of
regular functions hκ(x) solutions of a differential equation depending on κ.
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3.2 Singular solutions
Singular solutions of an ordinary differential equation of the formG(x, y, dy/dx) =
0 are not always clearly defined. As written in [17], in the classical treaties (see
[16]) the answer is informal: a “general solution” is defined to be a one pa-
rameter family of solutions and a singular solution is a solution which is not
contained in that family, see also [5]. Clearly if G depends on a parameter λ the
envelope or the limit of the graphs of a family of solutions will be the graphs
of general solutions. Note that these functions need not have singular points.
These are the generalized solutions usually admitted under the vocable of sin-
gular solutions. See [17] for a formalization of these concepts and also the book
of V. Arnol’d [1].
In computer algebra, the works of E. Hubert [13, 14, 15] present a com-
putational view on general as well as singular solutions, that have enveloping
properties of polynomial ordinary differential equations. We can also cite the
work initiated by M. Hamburger already in 1893 [12].
Here, we consider another kind of generalized solutions which could also be
called singular.
3.3 Our generalized solutions
The differential equations governing the steady waves of the (gravity-capillarity)
Serre-Green-Naghi equations, (7) and (8) presented in Section 2, involve the
derivative hx only by its square. Since these equations express the conservative
laws, the non regular solutions h(x) such that the derivative jumps at some
points, but such that hx(x)
2 and hxx(x) are continuous have a physical interest.
More precisely, in the sequel of this paper, we will investigate both the
regular solutions and the “peakon” or angular solutions h(x) such that hx is
differentiable except for a finite number of values xi, i = 1..N , at which only
hx(x)
2 is continuous and differentiable and hxx(xi) = 0.
Unlike the singular solutions of the previous subsection, these peakon so-
lutions are not isolated and we do not know yet if they are limit solutions of
a system of differential equation generalizing the Serre-Green-Naghi equations
and involving more parameters.
3.4 Phase plane analysis
In order to investigate the number and behavior of the solutions and peakon solu-
tions (defined in the previous subsection) of the differential equation FF,B(h, h′) =
0, with respect to the pair of parameters (F ,B) ∈ [−1, 2]2, our approach is to
describe graphically the variations of h and h′, through the corresponding fam-
ily of real algebraic curves CF,B ∈ R2. The algebraic implicit equation of CF,B
is FF,B(h, h′) = 0. We will decompose the parameters space (F ,B), with our
restriction to the square [0, 2]2, into sub-domains where the plane curves CF,B
have the same “shape” (in particular the same topology). Some sub-domains
can be very small, to overcome this computational difficulty, the study of the
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curves delimiting the sub-domains will be performed with a certified topology
(see, e.g. [9] or [4] and the references therein).
Let us illustrate our approach with an example: the phase plane description
for some values of the parameters that we chose randomly, F = 0.4 and B = 0.9.
The corresponding curve C0.4,0.9 is shown on the left of Figure 4. It can be
plotted by simply using a discretization, e.g. using Mathlab or drawn with a
guaranteed topology using specialized programs such as the a algebraic curves
package of Maple or Axel [2]. In particular, this means that ovals of whatever
size are preliminary detected relying on exact (given certain precision) numerical
and algebraic computations.
After computing the points of the curve with a horizontal tangent and the
singular points, we can decompose the curve into a finite number N of portions
of of graphs Γj , j = 1..N of type h = φj(h
′), for some differentiable functions
φj , j = 1..N . Moreover, since when h
′ is positive (resp. negative), h should
increase (resp. decrease), so each Γj can be oriented. See Figure 4 where there
are N = 6 oriented portions of graphs. The points with a horizontal tangent or
a singular point satisfy the condition ∂F/∂h′ = 0.
Then, on each branch, the corresponding differential equation dx = dhφ(h) can
be solved numerically. It provides, on the corresponding interval, an approxi-
mate solution h(x) which is qualitatively correct.
In this example, there are four points such that ∂F/∂h′ = 0: A1 = (0, 1),
A2 = (0, 0.4), A3 ≈ (2.1, 1.955) and A4 ≈ (−2.1, 1.955). Call B1 and B2 the
intersections of the curve with the h′-axis. Then, we get the following going up
branches: Γ1 from B1 to A3, Γ2 from A2 to A1 (on the right side) and Γ3 from
A1 to A3. Symmetrically, the down-going branches Γj , j = 4, 5, 6 are in the left
half-plane h′ < 0.
Constrained by the asymptotic conditions, we only consider loops starting
from A1 and arriving at A1. In this example, the only continuous one is going
down on Γ5 from A1 to A2 (on the left side), then going up on Γ2 from A2 to
A1 (on the right side). It will correspond to the unique differentiable solution
h(x) of the differential equation.
As we said in the previous subsection, we will also consider other solutions
that we call angular solutions.
Note that there are 6 points of the curve C0.4,0.9 with a vertical tangent,
they are symmetric with respect to the h-axis. We call V1, V2, V3 three of these 6
points, their coordinates are approximately V1 = (0.3, 0.5), V2 = (3.5, 1.5), V1 =
(−0.3, 0.5). The two semi second derivatives at these points are zero. The points
V2 belongs to Γ1 which is not connected to A1, so we do not consider it; but
V1 and V3 are connected to A1 by respectively Γ2 and Γ5. So, we can form
a discontinuous symmetrical loop going down from A1 to V3 (on Γ5), jumping
from V3 to V1, then going up from V1 to A1 (on Γ2). It corresponds to an
interesting new solitary wave with an angle, a “peakon”, h(x) which satisfies
all the conservative laws. We can as well consider a loop going down from A1
to A2 (on the left side), then going up from A2 to V1 , then jumping from V1
to V3, then cycling through V3, A2, V1, V3, then going up from A2 to A1. The
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Figure 4: Curve C0.4,0.9 of Example1
corresponding wave has several “peaks”, see Figure 5. The angular points are
emphasized by green solid disks.
4 A family of plane curves
By the discussion in the previous section, we are led to study and classify the
family of curves CF,B, in the real (k, h) plane, defined by the algebraic (but non
polynomial) equation F (k, h) = 0 with exact coefficients
F (k, h) =
Fk2
3
+
2Bh
(1 + k2)
1
2
− F
+ (2F + 1− 2B)h − (F + 2)h2 + h3 = 0, (12)
To compute the points with horizontal or vertical tangent and the singular
points, we will use resultants after changes of coordinate.
We have the following partial derivatives of F with respect to h and k
Fh =
2B
(1 + k2)
1
2
+ (2F + 1− 2B) − 2 (F + 2)h+ 3h2,
Fk =
2F k
3
+ (
2B k h
(1 + k2)
3
2
.
9
Figure 5: Multiangular wave
4.1 Points on the h-axis
The points on the h-axis are important; to determine them it suffices to substi-
tute k = 0 and solve the univariate equation FF,B(0, h) = 0, which gives either
h = 1 with multiplicity 2, or h = F . Call A1 and A2 the points of coordinates
(0, 1) and (0,F).
In order to investigate the local behavior at A1, we compute the second-order
Taylor expansion of F at that point
(F − 3B) k2 − 3 (F − 1) (h− 1)2 = 0.
Therefore, if (F−1)(F−3B) < 0, A1 is an isolated point of the curve CF,B; this
implies that the only solution is the trivial one h = 1. If (F − 1)(F − 3B) > 0,
A1 is a double point corresponding to the crossing of two branches of CF,B;
hence there is no obstruction (at the level of this preliminary local analysis) for
the existence of a solitary wave. If F = 1, then A1 = A2 and we must consider
the third-order Taylor expansion
(1− 3B) k2 + 3 (h− 1)3 − (h− 1) k2 = 0.
Therefore if 3B > 1, (resp. 3B < 1), CF,B admits at A1 a cusp above (resp.
below) A1; while if 3B = 1, the Taylor expansion corresponds to three lines
including h = 1; i.e., no obstruction (at this local analysis) for the existence of
a (non constant) solitary wave.
Now, a Taylor expansion of F at the point A2, i.e. (k = 0, h = F), yields
3 (F − 1)2 (h−F) = F (3B − 1) k2.
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So, when {F 6= 1, 3B 6= 1}, we get a point with an horizontal tangent; it is of
convex type if 3B > 1 and concave if 3B < 1. Therefore, if F < 1 and 3B > 1,
or if F > 1 and 3B < 1, there is no obstruction (at this local analysis level) for
the existence of a solitary wave. While if F < 1 and F < 3B < 1, or if F > 1
and F > 3B > 1, this local analysis only permits an angular solitary wave.
When F 6= 1 and 3B = 1, the Taylor expansion of F at the point A2 yields
F(h′4 ∼ 4(F − 1)2(h− d).
In other words, the curve has a flat point (the curvature vanishes).
Notice that at the end of this first local analysis, our discussion partitioned
the parameter plane (F ,B) into domains delimited by the three lines F = 1,
B = 13 and F−3B = 0, and discarded the domain defined by (F−1)(F−3B) < 0.
4.1.1 Points with a horizontal tangent
These points satisfy the two equations F = 0 and ∂F/∂k = 0. For k 6= 0, the
second equation vanishes when F2(1 + k2)3 = (3Bh)2. From which we express
k2 as a function in h and replace this expression into the equation F = 0. We
get an equation depending only on h, but with a cubic root operator. To get
rid of it, and deal with polynomials, we introduce a new variable Y such that
h = (F/3B)Y 3, thence k2 = Y 2 − 1 with Y ≥ 1. We are led to the following
polynomial equation in Y
f(Y ) = F2Y 9 − (3F − 2)FBY 6
+ 9B2(1 + 2F − 2B)Y 3 + 27B3Y 2 − 36B3 = 0. (13)
The adapted tool to discuss the number of real roots of f is its discriminant
D1(F ,B).
The real trace of the discriminant locusD1 is an algebraic curve in the (F ,B)-
plane, it characterizes the values of (F ,B) where f(Y ) has (real or complex)
multiple roots. A key property, for our analysis, is that this curve D1 divides
the parametric plane into domains where f has a constant number of real roots.
However, since we do not have a necessary and sufficient condition, two adjacent
domains delimited by D1 may correspond to the same number of real roots, they
should be merged to form only one domain. The sub-domains of these domains
delimited by the implicit curve defined by fF,B(1) = 0, in the parametric plane,
have a constant number of real roots greater than 1. Also, two adjacent sub-
domains may have the same number of real roots greater than 1 and should be
merged. Eventually, we explicitly construct a partition into connex domains.
In each such domain the number of local extrema of h on CF,B is fixed, and we
are able to classify the possible shapes of CF,B.
4.1.2 Points with a vertical tangent
We follow roughly the same method to study the points of C(F,B) with a vertical
tangent. They satisfy the two equations F = 0 and ∂F/∂h = 0. Combining
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these equations, and introducing a new variable Z such that k2 = Z2−1 thence
F(Z2 − 1) = 3(h − 1)(2h2 − h − 1). Eliminating h by the computation of a
resultant, we get a polynomial g(Z,F ,B), of degree 6 in Z, which plays the
same role than the polynomial f(Y ) in the previous paragraph.
Then we compute the discriminant polynomial of g with respect to Z, we
find a polynomial D2(F ,B). As explained above, it allows to decompose the pa-
rameters space into domains where the number of points with a vertical tangent
is constant. We also require that these points satisfy h ≥ 0.
Then we take the intersection of the two families of sub-domains defined by
D1(F ,B) and by D2(F ,B).
Eventually, we explicitly construct a “cell decomposition”. In each such cell
the number of local extrema of h and the number of local extrema of k on CF,B
is fixed, and we are able to classify the possible shapes of CF,B, with respect to
admissible paths connecting A1 either to a point with k = 0 or to a point with
a vertical tangent.
4.1.3 Pictures
Using the commands discrim() and factor() of the computer algebra system
Maple, we decompose the discriminant polynomial D1 into the product of a
square (F − 3B)2 by another polynomial D of degree 10 in (F ,B). The zero
locus of D (in red) together with the lines B = 13 , 3B = F and F = 1 are shown
in Figure 6.
We also decompose the other discriminant polynomial D2, with respect to
Z. We find the product of the same polynomial D by powers of F , powers of
B, and by the cube of another polynomial D3(F ,B). The zero locus of D3 is
shown in green in Figure 6.
The line defined by the equation F − 3B = 0 is of special interest since it
corresponds to a double root at a fixed value Y = 1, which corresponds to the
double point at h = 1 and k = 0, and another simple solution Y (B).
4.1.4 Classification and special behaviors
Considering each of the delimited domains, allow to classify all the possible
curves CF,B, by the relative location of their points with horizontal tangent,
vertical tangent, singularity. For each such type of curve, we analyzed all the
possible admissible paths (with respect to the orientation) departing from A1
and arriving to a point with a vertical tangent, or to a point of the line k = 0.
To each of them is associated a regular or an angular solitary wave.
We found only two types of regular solitary waves: a crest when F > 1 and
a through when F < 1, they appear for some sub-domain of the square. For
(F ,B) in another sub-domain, we may have a multi angular solitary wave, they
correspond to curves similar to the one in Figure 4.
Then in another parameter domain, we find curves similar to C−0.2,0.32, see
Figure 8 which allow only one angular solitary wave as in Figure 15. Here is a
list of additional extremal behaviors.
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1. The limiting case where (F ,B) belongs to a branch of the discriminant
locus e.g. when (F = 0.8,B = .3538557) approximately, we obtain the
curve shown in Figure 12. There is a a connex path but with an angle
going from A1 to a lower point on h
′ = 0. It gives rise to a weak regular
wave shown in Figure 16, which has two points where the regularity is
only C1 (we represented them by changing the colors of the branches).
2. A tiny branch of the discriminant with F > ∞ gives rise to another
interesting type of “semi extremal curve” e.g. C1.01,0.33341215, shown in
Figure 13 , it corresponds to (multi) angular weak crests, shown in Figure
17. The angles are indicated with a red bullet and the weak defect of
regularity is indicated with a green bullet.
3. The most extremal curve is C1, 13 (see Figure 11) since it has a branch
with an horizontal tangent passing through the point A1 which means
that the decreases at infinity is algebraic and not exponential. It admits
a symmetric single angular solitary wave.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented for the computer algebra community, an actual
problem coming from the fluid mechanics community. Indeed, the discovery of
giant ocean waves, sometimes called freak or rogue waves, renewed the interest
of that community in classical water wave problems and their “mathematical”
aspects. We explained how the deep understanding of the solitary capillary-
gravity waves in shallow water, including the investigation of singular or “an-
gular” waves, could benefit from the mathematical description of the shapes of
a family of plane real algebraic curves depending on two real parameters.
Then, relying on computer algebra techniques (adapted coordinates changes,
geometric interpretation and computations of resultants and discriminants, cer-
tified graph drawing) we were able to list all the possible shapes of the phase
diagram curves and all possible regular or “angular” solitary waves.
Of course, much work remains to be done. In particular, it would be worth-
while to investigate all the periodic steady waves. It would also be very interest-
ing to derive from the primitive equation of motion, a set of equations depending
on more (physical) parameters such that the angular solutions described here
appear as limit of regular solutions of this new set of equations. Then, our
angular solutions will become singular solutions in the more usual sense.
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Figure 6: Discriminant loci
Figure 7: Zoom on a detail
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Figure 8: C−02,032 Figure 9: C01,032
Figure 10: C096,032 Figure 11: Extremal curve
Figure 12: Curve C08,03538 from the
discriminant locus
Figure 13: Semi extremal curve
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Figure 14: Regular Figure 15: Angular
Figure 16: Weak regular wave Figure 17: Weak multi angular crest
wave
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